EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN CONNECTICUT

FINAL IDENTITY
Based on the foundation of the approved Brand Formation document, we have finalized:

- The names “Episcopal Church In Connecticut” and “The Commons”
- The Avenir font as the main body copy font, and Knubi for the main word marks
- A new icon inspired by the “St. Andrew’s Cross”
- Core identity colors, including the a St. Andrew’s inspired sky blue (Pantone 300C) and Warm Gray (11C)
- A final theme line, “Participating in God’s Mission”

What will happen next:

- Finalization of the full style guide, outlining all creative tools, their strategic rationale, and final design template application of the tools on core communication elements
- Final recommendations for rolling out the new branding to the Diocese
We are utilizing a unique font recently created by a young typographer called “Knubi”.

This font has both a nod to tradition with its serif, and an open hand-crafted contemporary feel that speaks to today.

The use of Warm Gray for the color creates serenity and an earthiness for the mark.

EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN CONNECTICUT
Inspired by the timeless St. Andrew’s Cross, our icon brings the main cross to the foreground, with a subtle glow depicting the centering and extending light of God.

The sky blue color (drawn from the Scottish blue) portrays optimism and openness.
This statement is consistent with our current message and pushes our boundaries.

PARTICIPATING IN GOD’S MISSION